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Lovesick
A Fine Frenzy

Bb, A, Dm 2x

Bb
            A
Sweet as a fox
            Dm
Calm in a crowd
Good with a spotlight
       Bb              A
She is out, out to be yours
        Dm
I Am A detail 
                     Bb
Minor detail, so it seems
              A                      Dm
Planting the seeds of doubt in your mind
                                   Bb
She s playing for keeps, but so am I
                  A            Dm
I m fighting for keeping us together

Bb       
         F
I need to believe you
 Dm              Bb           
Love sick, only you can fix it
           F
I need you
                Am
I need you to stay
       Bb
Yeah, yeah

Bb, A, Dm 2x

[Bb, A, Dm] 4x
You say she s a friend
No friend of mine
I ve never been called the jealous kind
But I ve got a cause
Cos I am a detail
Minor detail, oh no
And you are the prize
She s aiming to win
I m failing to see where I fit in



Cos there isn t room
For three in two now is there
Darling, listen

[Bb, F, Dm, Bb]
I need to believe you
Love sick only you can fix it
[Bb, F, Am, Bb]
I need you
I need you to stay
[Bb, F, Dm, Bb]
The panic s distracted
Love sick only you can fix it
[Bb, F, Am, Bb]
I need you
I need you to stay
Yeah, yeah

F

Bang bang bang bang
                Dm                       D#
And walls are falling, falling, falling
                                F
Bang bang b-bang to the dusty road
Bang bang bang bang
                 Dm                        D#
And she keeps on calling, calling, calling
Bang bang bang  
                     F
Headaches, make her go

[Bb, F, Dm, Bb]
Cos I need to believe you
Love sick, only you can fix it
[Bb, F, Am, Bb]
I need you
I need you to stay
Yeah, yeah
[Bb, F, Dm, Bb]
The panic s distracted
Love sick, only you can fix it
[Bb, F, Am, Bb]
I need you, I need you to stay
Yeah, yeah 


